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(Faber Piano Adventures ). The revised Level 3A Theory Book features a new design for closer

integration of key concepts. Students will enjoy new improvisation opportunities, harmonization with

primary chords, ear-training and eye-training exercises, and creative written review.
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My daughter switched to Faber's Level 1 books after starting out in Alfred's. She has progressed

quickly in the Faber books and they seem to be more of a "click" to her. She's now entering 3A and

is enjoying the new books immensely. We really appreciate the variety available at each level,

including Popular Repertoire and Christmas songs. The Faber Theory is also more interesting than

Notespeller, which is what she used instead for a couple years.

Best for all ages, my students like Bastien at least as well as Faber and Alfreds, probably better.

Bastien introduces music better from what I've seen comparing the three series. My students get

thru Bastien material faster than Alfreds and Faber. I don't think Bastien is easier - but it builds,

preparing students for what is coming more effectively.

I could not effectively teach piano without the theory book. This is a fun way to teach students music

theory, which is essential for growth as a pianist. My students enjoy the activities in this book and



the opportunities for creativity that it provides. I highly recommend supplementing your lesson book

with this theory book.

These Piano Adventure books are wonderful! They are bright and colorful and go in perfect steps for

a young learner. My daughter has used many of these and is doing great with piano lessons! An

added bonus is there is a certificate of completion in the back of each book so your child gets an

"award certificate" when it is completed.

This theory book, as well as all the other ones accompanying the other levels, really are a huge

added bonus to this series. The theory book follows the lesson book perfectly, unit by unit, allowing

the student and teacher to reinforce what is being taught and played. The pages give the student

the opportunity to work through and write out what is being performed on the piano in worksheet

style. It allows for better comprehension and retention. The composing activities really bring out the

lessons as well as allowing creativity to develop in the student. It also helps build the student's

musical term vocabulary. Music Theory is its own separate part of studying music that completes

the learning process. This book is well worth the 6 bucks!

This book looks like any other book with the same boring songs and complex way of learning. The

Hanna Method piano books in IBooks is much better. I would say the absolute best in the market

when it comes to truly understanding music on all levels and songs that are written to cater to

emotion rather then row row row your boat type music.

Arrived on time and in perfect condition. Great series for piano students. I have used these from the

beginning with my kids and find them very easy to follow. They have very nice songs, and have a

diverse collection of music.

Love the book, the Faber series are a really great variety for piano students! My children enjoy the

songs, but I also love that each song is teaching a new technique!
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